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Intermediate Domains between a Domain
and Some Intersection of Its Localizations.

MABROUK BEN NASR - NOÔMEN JARBOUI

Sunto. – In questo lavoro vengono studiati gli anelli compresi tra un dominio integro
R ed un suo sopranello T , definito tramite una intersezione di localizzazioni di R .
In particolare, vengono studiate le coppie (R , Rd ) ed (R , RA) dove Rd4O]RM NM�
Max (R), htM4dim R( ed RA4O]RM NM�Max (R), htMF2(. Si dimostra che, se
R è un dominio di Jaffard, allora (R , Rd [n] ) è una coppia di Jaffard; tale risultato
generalizza [5, Théorème 1.9]. Si dimostra anche che, se R è un S-dominio, allora
(R , RA) è una coppia residualmente algebrica (i.e. per ogni dominio intermedio S
tra R e RA e per ogni ideale primo Q di S , il dominio quoziente S/Q è algebrico su
R/(QOR)). Inoltre, la coppia (R , RA) è P se e soltanto se R è P, per una qualche pro-
prietà P. Infine, viene data una risposta affermativa ad una questione sollevata in
[7] da D. F. Anderson e D. N. Elabidine: se R è un dominio locale di Jaffard con
ideale massimale M , allora il dominio R l--l4O]Rp Np%M( è un dominio di
Jaffard.

Summary. – In this paper, we deal with the study of intermediate domains between a
domain R and a domain T such that T is an intersection of localizations of R ,
namely the pair (R , T). More precisely, we study the pair (R , Rd ) and the pair
(R , RA), where Rd4O]RM NM�Max (R) and htM4dim R( and RA4O]RM NM�
Max (R) and htMF2(. We prove that, if R is a Jaffard domain, then (R , Rd [n] ) is
a Jaffard pair, which generalize [5, Théorème 1.9]. We also show that if R is an S-
domain, then (R , RA) is a residually algebraic pair ( that is for each intermediate
domain S between R and RA, if Q is a prime ideal of S , then S/Q is algebraic over
R/(QOR)). Moreover, the pair (R , RA) is P if and only if R is P, for some properties
P. Lastly, we answer in the positive a question raised in [7] by D. F. Anderson and
D. N. Elabidine: we show that if R is a Jaffard local domain with maximal ideal
M , then the domain R l--l4O]Rp Np%M( is a Jaffard domain.

0. – Introduction.

This paper is a sequel to [8]. As in [8], we adopt the conventions
that each ring considered is commutative, with unit and an inclusion
(extension) of rings signifies that the smaller ring is a subring of the
larger and possesses the same multiplicative identity. Throughout this paper,
qf (R) denotes the quotient field of an integral domain R and for an
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extension of integral domains R’S , tr . deg [S : R] is the transcendence
degree of qf (S) over qf (R).

We recall that a ring R of finite Krull dimension is a Jaffard ring if its valu-
ative dimension, (the limit of the sequence (dim R[X1 , R , Xn ]2n , n�N)),
dimv R , is equal to dim R . R is said to be a locally Jaffard ring (resp., a totally
Jaffard ring) if Rp (resp., R/p) is a Jaffard ring (resp., a locally Jaffard ring)
for each prime ideal p of R . For instance Prüfer domains and Noetherian do-
mains are totally Jaffard domains. We assume familiarity with these concepts
as in [3, 10].

When working with maximal ideals it will frequently be necesssary to dis-
tinguish those of rank 1 from those with higher rank; we will call the former
«low maximals» and the latter «high maximals». In this paper, we study the
domains contained in between R and RA, namely the pair (R , RA), where R is an
integral domain with dim RF2, and RA4ORM , where the intersection is tak-
en over all the high maximal ideals M of R [20, Definition 2]. Recall from [8]
that a pair of rings (R , S) where R’S is said to be Jaffard (resp., locally Jaf-
fard) if all intermediate rings between R and S are required to be Jaffard (re-
sp., locally Jaffard). Much of the motivation for this paper comes from the re-
sult of A. R. Wadsworth [20, Theorem 8] which states that for any Noetherian
domain R the pair (R , RA) is Noetherian. Our purpose is to determine necess-
ary and sufficient conditions for the pair (R , RA) to provide a P-pair (that is
each domain in between R and RA satisfies P), where P denotes respectively
Jaffard, locally, (totally) Jaffard, S-domain, (stably) strong S-domain. In [5,
Théorème 1.9 (i)] A. Ayache and P.-J. Cahen proved that if R is a Jaffard do-
main, then (R , R[n] ) is a Jaffard pair. In Section 1, this result is sharpened in
Theorem 1.1, with the aid of the following result: If R is a Jaffard domain, then
(R , Rd ) is a Jaffard pair, where Rd4O]RM NM�Max (R) and htM4dim R(.
Notice that always we have RA’Rd and if dim R42, then RA4Rd . We show
also that (R , RA) is a P-pair if and only if R is a P domain or also if and only if R
is P, where R denotes the integral closure of R in RA. In [20, Theorem 10], it
was shown that if (R , S) is a Noetherian pair with dim RF2, then S’RA*,
where R * denotes the integral closure of R in S . However, it is easy to use
pullback constructions in order to produce an example of a P-pair (R , S) for
which the previous condition fails to hold. Hence, this section is ended with the
study of pairs (R , S) where S’R *A. We give necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for such pairs to yield a P-pair, where P ranges over the above cited
properties. Section 2 explores consequences of Lemma 2.1 which presents a
sufficient condition that the pair (R , RA) is residually algebraic, namely that R
is an S-domain. Perhaps the most surprising of these consequences, Theorem
2.2, indicates, that if R is an integral S-domain which is integrally closed in RA,
then for any ring T in between R and RA, T4RAO(O]Rp Np� C() where C is a
collection of low maximals of R . Section 3 deals with examples and counterex-
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amples illustrating our results and showing their limits. In the Appendix, we
answer in the positive a question raised by D. F. Anderson and D. Nour
Elabidine [7, Question 3.2]. We show that if R is a Jaffard local domain, then
R l--l is a Jaffard domain.

Any unexplained terminology is standard, as in [15] and [16].

1. – Jaffard pairs.

Let R%S be any extension of rings. Following [8], (R , S) is said to be a Jaf-
fard pair (resp., a locally Jaffard pair) if any ring T in between R and S is Jaf-
fard (resp., locally Jaffard). In [5] A. Ayache and P.-J. Cahen proved that if R
is a Jaffard domain, then (R , R[n] ) is a Jaffard pair. In what follows we gener-
alize this result.

THEOREM 1.1. – Let R be a Jaffard domain. Then:

(i) (R , Rd [n] ) is a Jaffard pair;

(ii) for each ring T in between R and Rd [n], dim T4dim R1

tr . deg [T : R].

To prove this theorem, we need the following lemmas.

LEMMA 1.2. – Let R be an integral domain and Rd4O]RM NM�Max (R)
and htM4dim R(. If R is a Jaffard domain, then (R , Rd ) is a Jaffard pair.
Moreover, for each ring T in between R and Rd , dim T4dim R .

PROOF. – Let T be a ring such that R’T’Rd . By definition of the valuative
dimension, since T is an overring of R and on the other hand, since R is a Jaf-
fard domain, we have

dimv TGdimv R4dim R(1)

Now let M be a maximal ideal of R such that dim R4htM . We have the con-
tainments R’T’Rd’RM . The extension R’RM satisfies INC, so does T’RM .
Thus dim RMGdim T . Hence

dim RGdim T(2)

From (1) and (2), it follows that dimv T4dim T4dim R . Thus T is a Jaffard
domain. r

LEMMA 1.3. – Let R%S be an extension of integral domains and T a do-
main contained in between R and S[n]. If qf (S) is a finite qf (R)- vectorial
space, then ht( (X1 , R , Xn ) S[n]OT)4tr.deg [T : R].
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PROOF. – The proof [5, Proposition 1.8] adapts easily. By localization of R in
the multiplicative subset complement of ]0( in R , we can assume that R is a
field. Under these assumptions, the domain A4qf (S)[n] is a Noetherian
finitely generated domain over T . Hence the extension T’A satisfies the alti-
tude inequality formula [5, Théorème 1.2]. In particular if Q4 (X1 , R , Xn )A ,
then we have:

htQ1tr.deg [A/Q : T/P]GhtP1tr.deg [A : T](1)

where P4QOT . One check easily that Q is of height n , T/P’A/Q is an alge-
braic extension and tr.deg [A : T]4n2tr.deg [T : R]. By (1), we conclude that
tr.deg [T : R]GhtP . On the other hand since TP contains the field qf (R), then
we have htPGdimv TP4htv PGtr.deg [T : R] [4, Lemme 1.1]. r

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. – We proceed as in [5]. Since R is a Jaffard domain,
then so is Rd and dim Rd4dim R [Lemma 1.2]. Thus dimv Rd [n]4dimv Rd1

n4dimv R1tr.deg [Rd [n] : R]. Hence, dimv T4dimv R1tr.deg [T : R]4
dim R1tr.deg [T : R] for each ring T in between R and Rd [n] [8, Lemma 1.2].
To obtain the desired conclusion, it suffices to show that dim TFdim R1

tr.deg [T : R]. Set P4 (X1 , R , Xn ) Rd [n]OT . We have R’T/P’Rd and
dim T/P4dim R [Lemma 1.2]. Hence dim TFdim T/P1htPFdim R1htP .
By Lemma 1.3, htP4tr.deg [T : R]. It follows that dim TFdimv T and clearly
T is a Jaffard domain. r

REMARK 1.4. – It may be that Rd is a Jaffard domain, while R is not
(Example 3.1(b)).

Let R be a domain. Following [16], we say that R is an S-domain if, for each
height 1 prime ideal P of R , the extended prime P[X] has height 1 in the poly-
nomial ring R[X]; and R is said to be a strong S-domain if R/P is an S-domain
for each prime ideal P of R . Despite the above material, the class of strong S-
domains is not very stable, for instance with respect to polynomial extension.
Following [17], we say that R is stably strong S-domain if R[X1 , R , Xn ] is a
strong S-domain for each nonnegative integer n .

We introduce now a useful terminological device. If P is a property which
may be possessed by ring (extensions), we say that P is a «good» property if it
satisfies the following conditions:

(i) P is a local property: That is R is a ring satisfying P if and only if Rp

satisfies P for each prime ideal p of R .

(ii) If R satisfies P, then it is an S-domain.

(iii) If R’S is an integral extension and S is P, then so is R .

(iv) For a one dimensional ring, the properties P and S-domain are
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equivalent. For instance P 4 locally (totally) Jaffard, S-domain, (stably)
strong S-domain.

In the following we determine necessary and sufficient conditions for the
pair (R , RA) to provide a P-pair, where P is a good property.

THEOREM 1.5. – Let P be a good property and R an integral domain with
dim RF2, then the following statements are equivalent.

(i) (R , RA) is a P-pair;

(ii) R is P, where R is the integral closure of R in RA.

(iii) R is P.

To prove this theorem we need the following lemma.

LEMMA 1.6. – Let R be an integral domain with dim RF2 and T a domain
in between R and RA. Then for each high maximal ideal M of R, TM4RM4RAM.

PROOF. – If T is an intermediate ring between R and RA and M is a high maximal
ideal of R , we have RM’TM’RAM’(RM)M4RM. Hence TM4RM4RAM. r

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5. – (i) ¨ (ii) ¨ (iii). Trivial.
(iii) ¨ (i). Let T be a ring in between R and RA. Our task is to show that,

for any nonzero prime ideal q of T , Tq is P. Set p4qOR , there exists a maxi-
mal ideal M of R containing p . If htMF2, then pM4qM since RM4TM [Lem-
ma 1.6]. Thus Tq4Rp which is P.

If htMG1, then M4p since pc (0). Hence htp41. But R is an S-domain.
Thus htv p41. On the other hand the extension R%T always satisfies the valu-
ative altitude inequality formula [4, Théorème 1.3]. Therefore

1Ghtq1tr.deg [T/q : R/p]Ghtv q1tr.deg [T/q : R/p]Ghtv p41 .

Hence htq4htv q41. Thus Tq is a one dimensional Jaffard domain, so an S-do-
main [3]. r

REMARK 1.7. – We construct an example of a domain R such that R and Rd

are P domains for P 4 locally (totally) Jaffard, strong S or stably strong S and
the pair (R , Rd ) is not P (Example 3.2).

As in Remark 1.4, if RA is a P domain, R may be not P (Example 3.1. (b)).

COROLLARY 1.8. – Let P be a good property and R an integral domain with
dim RF2 such that R is P (resp., Jaffard). Let C be the set of all elements of R
which are contained in no high maximal ideal. Then for any multiplicative
subset N of R such that N’C, the pair (R , N 21 R) is P (resp., Jaffard).
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PROOF. – Let M be a high maximal ideal of R , and let r

s
be an element of

N 21 R . Since N’C , then s�R0M . Thus N 21 R’RM . Hence N 21 R’RA and
(R , N 21 R) is a P-pair (resp., a Jaffard pair) by the previous theorem (resp.,
by Lemma 1.2). r

REMARK 1.9. – We claim that there exists a domain R and a multiplicative
subset N of R such that (R , N 21 R) is a P-pair where P is a good property and
N’O C , where C is the set of all elements of R which are contained in no high
maximal ideal (see Example 3.3).

It was shown in [20] that if (R , S) is a Noetherian pair (that is any domain
A , R’A’S is Noetherian) and R * is the integral closure of R in S then S’
R *A. Contrary to this fact, there exists a P-pair (R , S) (for P = locally (totally)
Jaffard, S-domain, (stably) strong S-domain) such that S’O R *A. For this, let K
be a field, and X , Y two indeterminates over K and let L4K(X , Y). Consider
the domains V14K(X)1M1 and V24K1M2 . V1 is a rank 1 (discrete) valua-
tion domain of L , with maximal ideal M14YK(X)[Y](Y) while V2 is a rank 2 val-
uation domain of L , with maximal ideal M24XK[X](X)1YK(X)[Y](Y) . V1 and
V2 are incomparable. Thus S4V1OV2 is a Prüfer semi local domain with
M 81 4M1OS and M 82 4M2OS as maximal ideals. Let R4]x�SNx4x1
M 81 �K[X](. According to [8, Theorem 2.2], (R , S) is a P-pair. On the other
hand, R is integrally closed in S . Hence R *4R . Since any maximal ideal of R
is of height F2, then RA4R4R *A. Thus S’O R *A.

THEOREM 1.10. – Let P be a good property and let R’S be an extension of
integral domains such that S’R *A and dim RF2. Then, the following
hold:

(a) If R * is P, then (R , S) is a P-pair.

(b) If the integral closure R 8 of R has no low maximals and S is P (re-
sp., Jaffard), then (R , S) is a P-pair (resp., a Jaffard pair).

PROOF. – (a) By Theorem 1.5, (R *, R *A) is a P-pair. So is (R *, S) since
S’R *A. Let T in between R and S . Then T * (the integral closure of T in S) is
contained between R * and S and T’T * is an integral extension. Therefore T
is P.

(b) Let (R *)8 the integral closure of R * and R 8 that of R . Suppose that R *
has a low maximal N . Since (R *)8 is integral over R * there is a prime p 8 of
(R *)8 lying over N , and p 8 must also be a low maximal. By the going-down
theorem [19, 10.13], p 8OR 8 is a low maximal of R 8 , contradicting the hypothe-
sis. Thus R * can have no low maximal. It then follows that R *A4R *. Thus S4

R *. We complete the proof by using assertion (a). r
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REMARK 1.11. – In Theorem 1.10, we claim that if we assume only that R is
P, the pair (R , S) may be not P, for P= locally Jaffard, totally Jaffard. For
this, consider an integral extension R%S such that R is P and S is not P.
Clearly, we have S’RA4R *A while (R , S) is not a P-pair.

2. – Residually algebraic pairs.

Recall from [12] that a ring extension R’S of integral domains is said to be
residually algebraic if for any prime ideal Q of S , S/Q is algebraic over R/(QO
R). A pair of rings (R , S) is said to be residually algebraic if for any interme-
diate ring T in between R and S , the extension R’T is residually algebraic [6].

In [11], E. Davis proved that if R in an integrally closed Noetherian do-
main, then for each ring T in between R and RA, T4 RO (O]RpNp� C() where
C is a collection of low maximals of R . In Theorem 2.2, we show that it is
enough to suppose that R is an S-domain integrally closed in RA. But first a key
lemma.

LEMMA 2.1. – If R is an integral S-domain with dim RF2, then (R , RA) is a
residually algebraic pair.

PROOF. – By [6, Proposition 2.4] and Lemma 1.6, it suffices to show that
(RM , RAM ) is a residually algebraic pair for each low maximal ideal M of R . Let
T1 be a ring such that RM’T1’RAM , then T14TM , where T is such that R’T’
RA. Let q1 be a nonzero prime ideal of T1 , then q14qM , where q�Spec (T).
We have qMORM4MRM . By the valuative altitude inequality formula, we de-
duce that htv qM1tr.deg [TM /qM : RM /MRM ]Ghtv MRM1tr.deg [TM : RM ]41.
Hence tr.deg [T/q : R(qOR) ]4tr.deg [T/q : R/M]40. r

THEOREM 2.2. – Let R be an integral S-domain with dim RF2 such that R
is integrally closed in RA, then for each ring T in between R and RA, T4RAO
(O]RpNp� C() where C is a collection of low maximals of R.

PROOF. – By Lemma 2.1, the pair (R , RA) is residually algebraic. Since R is
integrally closed in RA, then for any ring T in between R and RA, T4Oi�I TMi

where ]Mi , i�I( is the set of maximal ideals of R [6, Lemma 3.1]. Denoting
by I14]i�INhtMiF2( and I24]i�INhtMi41(. Then T4 (Oi�I1

TMi
)O

(Oi�I2
TMi

). But for each i�I1 , we have TMi
4RMi

[Lemma 1.6]. By [6, Theorem
2.5], for each i�I2 , there exists a divided ideal Qi of R contained in Mi such
that TMi

4RQi
. Since htMi41, then either Qi4Mi or Qi4 (0). Therefore

T4RAO(O]RQi
NQi’Mi , i�I2(). r
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REMARK 2.3. – If R is not an S-domain, then (R , R) may be not a residually
algebraic pair (Example 3.1(a)).

If R is an S-domain, even stably strong S, the pair (R , Rd ) may be not
residually algebraic (Example 3.2).

The following proposition gives another kind of residually algebraic pairs.
Recall that for a given ring R , the Nagata ring R(X) is equal to N 21 R[X],
where N4R[X]0N ]M[X]NM�Max(R)( [18].

PROPOSITION 2.4. – Let R be an integral S-domain with dim RF2, then
(R(X), RA(X) ) is a residually algebraic pair.

PROOF. – First we prove that RA(X)’R(X)A. Indeed we have R(X)A
4O

]R(X)M(X) NM�Max (R) and htM(X)F2(. Since R is an S-domain, then
htM(X)F2 if and only if htMF2. Hence R(X)A

4O]R(X)M(X) NM�Max (R)
and htMF2(. We have RA(X)’R(X)M(X)4R[X]M[X] for each high maximal ide-
al M of R . Indeed, let M be a high maximal ideal of R and f1�RA(X). Then f14
g1

h1

with g1�RA[X], and h1�RA[X]0N ]m[X]Nm�Max (RA)(. But RA[X]4O

]RM [X]NM�Max (R) and htMF2(. Hence g14
1

s
g , where g�R[X] and s�

R0M . Moreover, h14
1

s 8
h , where h�R[X] and s 8�R0M . We verify that

h�M[X]. Indeed, let q4MRMORA. Then htq4htMF2 and q�Max RA.
Therefore h1�MRM [X]. Thus h�M[X]. Now by Lemma 2.1, the pair
(R(X), R(X)A) is residually algebraic since R(X) is always an S-domain with
dim R(X)F2. Thus (R(X), RA(X) ) is a residually algebraic pair because
RA(X)’R(X)A. r

For the polynomial case, the previous proposition fails to be true. Indeed,
we establish that (R[X], RA[X] ) is a residually algebraic pair if and only if R’RA

is an integral extension. More generally, we have the following.

PROPOSITION 2.5. – An extension R’S of integral domains is integral if
and only if (R[X], S[X] ) is a residually algebraic pair.

PROOF. – Of course the «only if» half is immediate, since R[X]’S[X] is an
integral extension. For the «if» half, we can assume that R is local and inte-
grally closed in S . Then by [15, Theorem 10.7], R[X] is integrally closed in
S[X]. Our task is to show that S4R . Consider the ring T4R1XS[X], we
have R[X]’T’S[X]. Denote by M the maximal ideal of R , then Q4M1

XS[X] is a prime ideal of T . Let P4QOR[X], we have P4M1XR[X]. Let
a�S , the element aX�TQ . By [6, Theorem 2.10], TQ4R[X]P . Thus there exist

f�R[X] and g�R[X]0P such that f

g
4aX . Write f4 !

i40

n

ai X i and

g4 !
j40

m

bj X j . The equality f4aXg shows that n4m11 and a14ab0 . But
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b0�R0M . Hence b0 is a unit in R . Therefore a4a1 b0
21�R . Hence

S4R . r

Now, we turn our attention to compute the number of domains between a
given domain R and RA. First, recall from [8], that for an extension of integral
domains R’S , if we set [R , S] to be the set of all intermediate domains be-
tween R and S , then N[R , S]N denotes the cardinal of the set [R , S].

PROPOSITION 2.6. – Let R be a semilocal integral S-domain with maximal
ideals M1 , R , Mr such that dim RF2 and R is integrally closed in RA. Then
N[R , RA]NG2s where s4card ]Mi NhtMi41(.

PROOF. – By Lemma 2.1, (R , RA) is a residually algebraic pair. Thus for each
i� ]1, R , r(, there exists a prime ideal qi of R such that qi’Mi and Rqi

4RAMi

[6, Theorem 2.10]. Set hi4ht(Mi /qi ), i� ]1, R , r(. If htMiF2, then RAMi
4

RMi
[Lemma 1.6]. Thus RMi

4Rqi
which gives qi4Mi . Therefore hi40.

Evidently, if htMi41, then hiG1. By [6, Theorem 3.3 (i)], N[R , RA]NG »
i41

r

Q

(hi11)G2s where s4card ]Mi NhtMi41(. r

REMARK 2.7. – Notice that if there exists a high maximal ideal M of R which
is not Jaffard (In particular, if R is not Jaffard), then by Lemma 1.6, for each T
in between R and RA, TM4RM which is not Jaffard. Thus there is no locally Jaf-
fard domain in between R and RA. Example 3.4 shows that the last result holds,
even if R is a Jaffard domain.

3. – Examples and counterexamples.

This section is concerned with examples showing limits of the results es-
tablished in the previous sections. First, recall some terminology from [3], [9]
and [10]. Specifically, let S be an integral domain, I a nonzero ideal of S ,
W : SKS/I the natural epimorphism, D a subring of S/I and R4W21 (D) the
pullback of the following diagram:

R
I
S

K

K

D
I
S/I

We say that R is the ring of the (S , I , D) construction ([9]).
We next recall a few wellknown properties about pullbacks to be used in

examples throughout this paper (they may easily be proved directly, or see [3],
[9], [10] and [14]). First, I is a common ideal to both R and S , and R/I`D . For
each p�Spec(R) with I’O p , there is a unique q�Spec (S) such that qOR4p .
If in addition I�Max (S) and p�Spec (R) such that I’p , then there is a
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unique q�Spec (D) such that W21 (q)4p; and moreover W21 (Dq )4Rp . R is lo-
cal if and only if D is local and I’RadS (the Jacobson radical of S).

As stated before, if we leave out the assumption «R is an S-domain» in
Lemma 2.1, the following example shows, among other facts, that (R , RA) may
be not residually algebraic.

EXAMPLE 3.1. – This example provides:

(a) A domain R such that (R , RA) is not a residually algebraic pair.

(b) A non Jaffard domain T but such that Td is Jaffard.

Let K be a field, S14K[X , Y] the polynomial ring in two indeterminates
over K , M14XS1 and M24 (X21, Y21) S1 . If N1 is the multiplicative subset
complement of M1NM2 , then S24N1

21 S1 is a two-dimensional semilocal do-
main with two maximal ideals, M 81 4N1

21 M1 and M 82 4N1
21 M2 such that

htM 81 41, htM 82 42 and S2 /M 81 `K(Y). Let R be the ring of the (S2 , M 81 , K)
construction. The rings R and S2 share the ideal M 81 . We have dim R4

dimv R42, dim RM 81 41 and dimv RM 81 42. In this example RA4RM 82 OR4

(S2 )M 82 . Since S2� [R , RA] and R’S2 is not a residually algebraic extension,
then the pair (R , RA) is not residually algebraic. On the other hand R is a Jaf-
fard domain. Hence the condition «R is an S-domain» in Lemma 2.1 can not be
omitted or replaced by «R is a Jaffard domain». Now consider the multiplica-
tive subset of R , N4R0(M 82 OR). Then the set of all elements of R which are
contained in no high maximal ideal is C equal to N . The pair (R , N 21 R)4
(R , RA) is not P because R is not a P-domain (for P = locally (totally) Jaffard,
stably strong S). Thus the condition «R is P» is essential in Corollary 1.8. By
[8, Proposition 1.3], (R , S2 ) is a Jaffard pair. Since R/M 81 `K is integrally
closed in S2 /M 81 `K(Y), then the integral closure of R in S2 is equal to R . Also
we have S2’ (S2 )M 82 4R *A4RA. But (R , S2 ) is not a P-pair. Notice that R is in-
tegrally closed and has M 81 as a low maximal, while S2 is not integral over R .
This shows that the condition «R 8 has no low maximals» in Theorem 1.10 (b)
can not be deleted.

(b) We assume now that K is of the form k(x1 , x2 , R) where k is a field and
x1 , x2 , R , are countably many indeterminates over k . We have S2 /M 81 `

K(Y)`k(Y , x1 , x2 , R). Consider the k-monomorphism

u : K4k(x1 , x2 , R)KS2 /M 81 4k(Y , x1 , x2 , R)4k(Z1 , Z2 , R) .

xnKZn12 .

Let D4u(K). Then the ring T of the (S2 , M 81 , D) construction is semilocal
with maximal ideals M 81 and M 82 OT . We have ht(M 82 OT)4htv (M 82 OT)42,
htT M 81 41 and dimv T M 81 43. Thus dim T42Edimv T43. Hence T is not a
Jaffard domain, while Td4TM 82 OT is a Jaffard domain. Notice that T is not an
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S-domain, a fortiori T is not a P domain for P = locally (totally) Jaffard, stably
(strong) S-domain. However Td is P, since Td4 (S2 )M 82 .

The next example supplies a stably strong S-domain R but such that the
pair (R , Rd ) is neither residually algebraic nor locally Jaffard.

EXAMPLE 3.2. – Let K be a field and S be a semilocal Prüfer domain with
two maximal ideals M and N such that htM41, htNF4 and S/M is isomorphic
to the field K14K(X , Y) where X , Y are two indeterminates over K . Let D4

K[X , Y], T4K[X , Y/(X11) ], Q4 (X11)T and consider the ring D1 of the
(TQ , QTQ , K) construction. Notice that D14K[X , Y]1QTQ . Thus D1 is an
overring of D which is not Jaffard (since dim D141Edimv D142 [3]). Denot-
ing by W : SKS/M the natural epimorphism and let R4W21 (D) and R14

W21 (D1 ). We have Rd4RNOR4SN , since N does not contain M . R and Rd are
stably strong S-domains, so P domains. However (R , Rd ) is not a locally Jaf-
fard pair. Hence (R , Rd ) is not a P-pair, since R1 is in between R and Rd and R1

is not a locally Jaffard domain. Since D 8 is not a Prüfer domain, then by [6,
Proposition 5.1] the pair (R , S) is not residually algebraic, a fortiori the pair
(R , Rd ) is not residually algebraic.

EXAMPLE 3.3. – Consider two incomparables valuation domains V and W
such that dim V and dim W are greater than 2 . Let M1 and M2 respectively the
maximal ideals of V respectively W . The ring R4VOW is Prüfer with M 81 4

M1OR and M 82 4M2OR as maximal ideals. Denoting by N4R0M 81 a multi-
plicative subset of R . It is obvious that the pair (R , N 21 R) is P for P = Jaf-
fard, locally Jaffard, totally Jaffard and stably strong S, whereas N’O C since
C4R0(M 81 NM 82 ).

EXAMPLE 3.4. – We construct an integral domain R such that (R , RA) is a
Jaffard pair and N[R , RA]l . J N40.

Let K be a field, X , Y , Z three indeterminates over K . S04K[X , Y , Z],
M4XS0 , N4 (X21, Y) S0 and N 84 (X21, Y21, Z21) S0 . Consider the
multiplicative subset of S0 : N04S0 0(MNNNN 8 ). Let S4N0

21 S0 . Set M 84

N0
21 M , M"4N 021 N , N"4N0

21 N 8 and R the ring of the (S , M" , K) con-
struction. One shows easily that R is a 3-dimensional Jaffard domain. Hence
(R , RA) is a Jaffard pair [Theorem 1.1]. Notice that R is an integrally closed
S-domain and M" is a high maximal ideal of R such that htM"42 and htv M"43.
By Remark 2.7, there is no locally Jaffard domain in between R and RA.

We close this section by an example showing that if (RA)8 is a Prüfer domain,
then R 8 may be not.

EXAMPLE 3.5. – Let K be a field, X and Y two indeterminates over K . Set
V14K1M1 and V24K1M2 , where M14YK(X)[Y](Y) and M24XK[X](X)1

(Y11) K(X)[Y](Y11) . Consider the ring R4V1OV2 . R is semilocal with M 81 4
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M1OT and M 82 4M2OT as maximal ideals. Moreover we have RM 81 4V1 and
RM 82 4V2 . Thus RA4V2 is a valuation domain. Hence (RA)8 is a Prüfer domain.
The ring RM 81 4V1 is a one dimensional non Jaffard domain [3, Proposition 2.5],
hence RM 81 is not an S-domain [3, Theorem 1.10] and so is R . Therefore R 8 is
not a Prüfer domain.

Appendix.

Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K .
R l--l4O]RxNx is a nonzero non unit of R(. If R is not local, then R l--l4R;

and R l--l4K when R is a 1-dimensional local integral domain [2, Theorem 1.2].
Hence, we will be interested in the case where R is a local integral domain
with maximal ideal M and dim RF2. In the local case, R l--l4O]Rp Np�
Spec (R)0]M(( [2, Proposition 1.3]. We pause to answer a question which
was left open in [7]: If R is a Jaffard domain is R l--l a Jaffard domain? However,
it is still open the question: If R is a Jaffard domain is (R , R l--l) a Jaffard
pair?

THEOREM. – Let R be a local Jaffard domain, then R l--l is a Jaffard
domain.

PROOF. – By [7, Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 3.1], we have dim R21G
dim R l--lGdim R . If dim R l--l4dim R , then dimv R l--lGdimv R4dim R4dim R l--l.
Thus R l--l is a Jaffard domain. If dim R l--l4dim R21, then we get MR l--l4R l--l

since if not (that is if MR l--l
cR l--l), then dim R l--lFdim R by [2, page 27]. In this

case R l--l
q4RqOR for each q�Spec (R l--l). Hence dimv R l--l

q4htv q4htv (qOR)G
dimv R214dim R214dim R l--l. Therefore

dimv R l--l4 sup]htv qNq�Spec (R l--l)(Gdim R l--l .

Thus R l--l is a Jaffard domain. r
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